FART III M KT EG ROLOGICAL ACOUSTICS
CHAPTER I METEOROLOGICAL EFFECTS ON SOUND
Introduction. Meteorological acoustics is concerned with every Bound of a distinctly meteorological origin, such as the humming of telegraph wires, the " roaring of the mountain/' the rumbling of thunder, and the like; ami with every effect meteorological conditions have on the travel, distribution, and audibility of sound. In short, it treats of meteorological sounds and of meteorological effects on sound.
Nature of Sound.—The. term "sound," as used in the science of acoustics, means either an external disturbance or n, s<mso irnnr**.ssirm In the more restricted field of :
former of these mannings; the ^^.wv™* ^,,«fe j^v-**^ w, ^Av*v^j, <*» evidence of the presence and nature of a disturbance in the external medium.
Now, everyone known: (a) by observation, that a timing fork, bell, violin string, and the like, produce sound only when vibrating; (?>) by observation, flint the hammer is seen to strike, the gun go off, the lightning Hash, and innumerable other abrupt causes of sound to occur, before tin* sound itself is heard, and that this time interval increases with the distance of I be observer; (c.) by experiment, that the sound of a bell, say, mounted on an acoustical insulator within an air pump receiver, grows fainter and fainter to extinction as the exhaustion of the receiver is progressively increased.
From tbese three facts it is obvious that objective sound, or sound in its pbysical aspect, consists of traveling disturbances of some kind in a material medium. If this medium is the atmosphere (or any other fluid), it is further obvious that- the disturbances in question consist of compressions and rarefactions, for the atmosphere has no tendency to recover from distortion of any kind save that of volume, alone—no tendency to recover from t u 1st or bend, but a resistance to change of volume that increases with the ratio of that change1 to the initial volume.
Seeing Sound. Since sound consists of condensations and rarefactions of the atmosphere traveling outward from the source, and since light is unequally refracted by air of different density, it would seem

